Bicycle & Pedestrian
Advisory Committee
DRAFT Meeting Minutes
February 9th – 6:00 to 7:30 pm
Via Zoom Virtual Meeting
Attendance
Staff:

Michael Liebler, Emma Newman, Dawn Williams

BPAC members:

Teresa Roark, Dennis Weirich, Kevin Campbell, Bryce Mayall, Jeff Sakacsi, Julia
Johnson, Joseph Pruski, David Leedom, Mitchell Coon, Kori Rodley (Council
Liaison), Andrew Landen (Planning Commission Liaison), Simon Daws
(Willamalane Liaison), Steven Abbott (Eugene ATC Liaison)

Absence(s):

Laughton Elliott-DeAngelis (Safe Routes to School Liaison)

Guest(s):

Ellen Currier (LCOG), Mary Bridget Smith (City Attorney), Claire Roth (Better
Eugene-Springfield Transportation)

CALL TO ORDER. Meeting was called to order at 6:00 p.m.
Welcome/Introductions
Emma Newman did roll call and introductions were made. Dennis Weirich volunteered to chair this
meeting since the previous chair and vice chair had termed off the committee.
Agenda Review
Kevin Campbell requested an addition to the agenda. He stated that he would like to make a statement
regarding the West D Street topic from last meeting.
Dennis Weirich agreed to make the addition.
Kevin Campbell stated that after the discussion at the last meeting he would like to clarify his intentions
for being on this committee. He said that there was a statement made at the last meeting that BPAC
was a code word for representation for cyclists and he wanted to be very clear that he uses city facilities,
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he’s a tax payer but when he uses the facilities he is often a pedestrian. He has been injured and
required the use of crutches and when he makes decisions on this committee it is not from the
perspective of a cyclist but as a tax paying citizen that has chosen to be on the committee.
Dennis Weirich thanked him for his statement and stated that he personally happens to be in a
wheelchair.
Committee Business
Public Comment
There was no public comment.
Meeting Minutes
Dennis Weirich moved to approve the minutes from the December meeting.
[Insert who] seconded the motion.
Majority approved. Julia Johnson abstained.
Welcome New Members
Emma Newman welcomed all the new members to the committee. She stated that it was wonderful to
have the orientation conversations with individual members. Emma and Michael met with everyone to
learn more about what their interests were as well as answer questions. She told them that staff is here
to support the work of the BPAC and if they have other questions to bring them up in email or phone to
them or the chair or vice-chair. They want to make sure they have open lines of communication
especially when communication isn’t quite as natural in a virtual setting.
Emma stated that she wanted to cover that in more typical times the City of Eugene hosts some
webinars that are being recorded now and can be watched whenever it is convenient for them. There is
also a regional InMotion newsletter that the City of Eugene sends out with articles that pertain to active
transportation. She asked if everyone wanted their email added to those. All committee members
indicated yes.
Regional Transportation Plan Update Project
Emma Newman introduced Ellen Currier from Lane Council of Governments (LCOG).
Ellen Currier stated that she would be giving a brief overview of what a Metropolitan Planning
Organization (MPO) is and what the Central Lane MPO is doing with its long-range planning effort and
get some of their input as well. She explained that the MPOs are collaborative policy making
organizations that are focused on federal spending and transportation. The purpose is to work with
local agencies to make sure that federal dollars are spent in a way that is aligned with their planning
goals and community values. They exist anywhere there is an urbanized area over 50,000 people. There
is a policy committee that is made up of elected officials as well as board members from LTD and
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administrative staff from the Oregon Department of Transportation. There is a lot of flexibility the way
they are set-up. There is typically a host agency, which in this area is Lane Council Governments. They
receive funding from both the Federal Highway Administration and the Federal Transit Agency. The
required work may be performed by staff, member agencies, or consultants. There are some key
program areas and today she will be talking about the long-range planning which is done every four
years and is a 20-year planning period. They also do a lot of work around programming and
implementation which is how they decide where federal dollars go. The MPO addresses public
participation, air quality planning, modeling and data work, transportation options and
intergovernmental coordination. She shared a slide with a map displaying the locations of the MPOs
around Oregon and then one showing the one for Central Lane MPO, which includes Eugene, Springfield
and Coburg.
Ellen continued to share about the Regional Transportation Plan update project that is currently
underway. The goal of the Regional Transportation Plan is to identify needs, goals and opportunities
with a focus on vulnerable and low-income populations. They are looking at ways to increase access to
housing and jobs through improved transportation and integrating transportation options and emerging
technologies. Additionally, the plan is aiming to support climate recovery and reduce transportation
related pollution. She shared a slide showing the timeline for the transportation process and explained
that they are currently in the first phase of public outreach. They are reaching out to find out who is
using the regional transportation system, what they are using it for, and what are some of the needs
that are not currently being addressed. She shared her screen to show what the page of the online
open house looks like and encouraged everyone to answer all the questions and look at the map where
they can identify issues. She noted that all the issues shown on the map will not become a project.
Most of the projects that end up in the long-range plan are high level regional projects, but all the
information is shared with the agencies in the region. Some things they are doing to get the word out is
paid advertisements on social media, reaching out to community groups, and 3000 direct mailers to
areas with higher concentrations of vulnerable populations. She gave her contact information and asked
for any questions.
Dennis Weirich thanked Ellen for her time and looks forward to hearing more about what they are
doing.
Commissioner Landen posted a question in chat stating that at some point it would be helpful to clarify
what is meant by climate recovery.
Ellen Currier stated that there is a lot of different ways they think about this topic and they are still in
the process of defining what that looks like with their policy board. They did however, come to an
agreement, but it isn’t adopted yet, to having a goal specific to greenhouse gases and doing some
performance measure tracking around that. With Federal regulations there is a lot of focus on the
disaster resiliency and that has always been a focus for them.
Commissioner Landen asked for clarity on disaster resiliency.
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Ellen Currier responded that it is the impact to transportation specifically. One of the things they are
looking at now is identifying evacuation routes.
Bryce Mayall asked in terms of the climate, what exactly does that look at; reducing CO2 as the main
focus or how is that done.
Ellen Currier responded that she is being vague on this because it will depend on how the policy board
decides to do that. It is very high level at this point, but she imagines that it will look like it does in other
policy areas.
Julia Johnson asked if she could talk about the vulnerable and underserved populations and what the
goals would be.
Ellen Currier stated that what they have always done is track some of the equity populations and for this
part of the plan they are trying to reach out to those community members to make sure that their
voices are heard throughout the planning process. Ideally if this is successful then the policy makers will
have a better understanding of what those needs are in the community.
Julia Johnson asked if they had connections with that demographic, how are they getting that
information?
Ellen Currier responded that they are working with community groups and social services that have
those connections and as she mentioned earlier, they have also done a mailer to those areas based on
census data.
Emma Newman noted that Councilor Moe and Mayor VanGordon are representatives for Springfield on
the Metropolitan Policy Committee, which is the decision-making body that Ellen was mentioning. She
added that in the email she sent out with the agenda materials there is a direct link to the online open
house. If committee members could participate and share it with others it would be greatly appreciated.
Oregon Community Paths Northeast Critical Links Letter of Support
Dennis Weirich asked if everyone had a chance to look at the letter of support for Oregon Community
Paths Northeast Critical Links and if they had any questions or comments.
Bryce Mayall stated that in the middle paragraph it states, “completing the McKenzie River path and
Moe Mountain Path missing links would be a game changer”, he felt the words “game-changer” are a bit
slangy. He suggested changing that to something different.
Kevin Campbell stated that he agreed and asked if anyone had anything that was more professional. He
then added maybe using the language “beneficial to the goals of the….”
Teresa Roark suggested “transformative improvement”, “major improvement”.
Dennis Weirich stated that “welcome addition” sounded good and asked what Emma Newman thought.
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Emma Newman stated that any of the suggestions sounded good and that typically it would be
committee members drafting this letter and she welcomed the input.
Joseph Pruski asked if staff could give some background on this letter and what the specific ask is.
Emma Newman stated that the state of Oregon has a pot of money called the Oregon Community Paths
Program where they are looking to fund both the project refinement as well as actual design and
construction for off street paths throughout the state. There is about 11 million dollars available statewide, which doesn’t go very far with multi-use path construction projects. Springfield has applied for
this Northeast Critical Link which would be a project refinement grant that would include planning work
to connect the EWEB multi-use path with the Moe Mountain path connection to the existing McKenzie
Levee path and also look at the McKenzie River connector from the existing McKenzie Levee Path out to
the Thurston neighborhoods at Highbanks Rd. She added that they are requesting approximately a
couple hundred thousand dollars. The results for the funding application will be available later this
spring. This is an opportunity for BPAC to submit a letter to be included with the grant application.
Kevin Campbell stated that he was very excited about this project and felt if this was something that the
BPAC could get done it would be something they could really be proud of.
Dennis Weirich asked if anyone wanted to make a motion to adopt the revised letter with the new
language as “transformative”?
Julia Johnson made a motion to adopt the new language.
Joseph Pruski seconded the motion.
All approved.
Bylaw Amendments and Ground Rules & Protocols
Emma Newman stated that they had Mary Bridget Smith, the City Attorney, here with them tonight to
speak to the bylaws. They will be starting with the Bylaw Amendments and then following up with the
Protocols and Ground Rules next meeting. She asked committee members to spend some time
reviewing the Protocols and Ground Rules before the next meeting as well as any changes they would
like to see. The goal is to have this committee, with a lot of new members, refresh the Protocols and
Ground Rules and establish a document that they are all supportive of.
Mary Bridget Smith explained that she was here to talk with them regarding their bylaws. She extended
the City’s and the Council’s thanks for their service on the BPAC. She added that the Council takes their
input seriously and values their boards and commissions. Part of the Council’s direction to her last year
was to look at how the City does recruitment for boards and commissions. They started a batch
recruitment where they conduct a recruitment once a year and looked at the bylaws to see if they could
be standardized amongst the committees. They also did a welcome guide for those that serve on
committees. She stated that the new bylaws are in their packet and in substance they are the same
bylaws, but they are in a new format. The bylaws are not a document that they deal with frequently,
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but they can be important. Things like tenure, officer of the committee, how many people are on the
committee, and code of conduct are included in the bylaws. This committee has Protocols and Ground
Rules and they are just attached to the committee’s bylaws. The committee can more easily change the
Protocols and Ground Rules over time since they do not require Council approval. The actual committee
bylaws are approved by the council. She then opened it up to questions and approval so that she could
move it forward to the Council.
Kevin Campbell asked if there was any statistical information about the demographics of committees
like this one on the city website.
Mary Bridget Smith responded that she didn’t believe that there was, but it was something that she
could take back and see.
Teresa Roark asked if that information was collected?
Mary Bridget Smith responded that when someone applies for a committee they fill out an application
but she did not believe that it has identifying information other than if they are a registered voter and
where they live but she would see what that would take or if it would be possible.
Emma Newman stated that they do not collect very much demographic data. They collect the address
to see the areas of the city people are applying from. There is an opportunity for applicants to speak to
more demographics if they so choose to in their responses to questions. The City of Beaverton has more
demographic information of their applications for committees.
Mary Bridget Smith stated that the Council has a subcommittee to look at questions about boards and
commissions and she would bring that to them to see if that would be possible.
Julia Johnson stated that she had been on boards and commissions in other cities and this is one that
had the least amount of that information collected.
Dennis Weirich asked for a vote on the bylaws.
Mitchell Coons motioned to approve the bylaws.
David Leedom seconded the motion.
Dennis Weirich called for a vote.
Majority approved.
Kevin Campbell abstained.
Committee Leadership Elections
Dennis Weirich explained that there are currently three vacant leadership positions to fill, those being
chair, vice-chair, and Eugene Active Transportation Committee Liaison.
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Emma Newman asked if Kevin Campbell wanted to continue as the Eugene Active Transportation
Committee Liaison.
Kevin Campbell responded that he enjoyed working with that committee but with the stresses of COVID
and other personal commitments he is not in a good position to continue in that role.
Emma Newman stated that for those who were not familiar with the Eugene Active Transportation
Committee, it is essentially what the BPAC is at the City of Eugene. Typically, they have had one person
from Eugene that attends these meetings and a Springfield BPAC member that attends the Eugene
Active Transportation Committee meetings. They are on the second Thursday of every month. For
conducting these elections in the virtual world Michael Liebler has volunteered to collect the ballots via
email. She added that Allison Camp, a former chair, has offered to conduct a training for the Chair and
Vice-chair in March if they were interested.
Dennis Weirich asked if anyone was interested in any of the roles or if there was anyone they would like
to nominate.
David Leedom nominated Dennis Weirich for the position of committee chair.
Bryce Mayall stated that he was interested in filling the role of Eugene Active Transportation Committee
Liaison.
Mitchell Coon stated that he was interested in filling the role of vice-chair.
Michael Liebler stated that he had sent an email out to all the voting members and they could just reply
with an affirmative yes or no for those that have been nominated.
Mitchell Coon asked if there would be a training for the vice chair.
Emma Newman responded that there would be a training for the chair and vice chair.
Following the meeting, Michael Liebler confirmed that Dennis Weirich had been elected Chair, Mitchell
Coon Vice-Chair, and Bryce Mayall Eugene Active Transportation Committee liaison.
Work Plan Development Introduction
Emma Newman explained that as a committee they typically develop a work plan as a committee at the
beginning of the year. Given the COVID vaccination rates are moving along and some day they hope to
meet in person again, she advised the committee to start with fewer work plan items for earlier in this
year that are COVID compatible and leave some capacity to add items later when in-person events are
possible. She wanted to start with sharing last year’s work plan and get input from all of them and then
bring the item back in April when they have a lot more time on the agenda. There may be several items
the committee may wish to carryover from last year’s work plan and allow for some space so if there are
opportunities that arise later, they can be added. That is just staff suggestion and it is entirely up to the
committee on what they would like to. There are certain projects that city staff or regional staff will
want to bring to BPAC for input. Part of being on BPAC is being able to help shape your community. Her
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suggestion is to send out a survey and get people’s input on how interested they are in the existing work
plan items and bring all that information to the next meeting and use it as a starting point to the
discussion.
Emma shared how to navigate to the BPAC page on the city website and pulled up the current work
plan. Typically there are two subcommittees but at the end of last year there was input that the
committee might want to restructure the subcommittee’s areas of focus. Members of last year’s
programming subcommittee that’s traditionally focused on encouragement and education and outward
facing events, which are not appropriate in the current COVID context, shared that they might want to
rework the committee structure. Planning typically focuses more on long range planning, evaluation,
and infrastructure changes. Subcommittee structure is open to discussion and changes. It could just be
based on working out the workplan and then if there is a logical pairing, they could do it that way.
Emma then reviewed last year’s work plan topics. She explained that there was a broad community
outreach item in last year’s plan since that is one role that BPAC has been very helpful with when it
comes to communicating with the public. Also, being active participants at community events when
they happen and promoting things that have been developed by BPAC. Another item, Safe Streets
Audit, was about to start when COVID happened. Dennis was going to help coordinate this one. There
was interest from AARP, Better Eugene-Springfield Transportation and Springfield Safe Routes to School
in doing neighborhood based pedestrian safety audits. The next item was supporting launching
Springfield Open Streets. This was several years in the making and there was a date on the calendar and
event planning underway with Willamalane, but then COVID happened. The concept here is to open a
route along a public street to people walking, biking and rolling and closing it to cars for several hours to
celebrate active transportation. She is hopeful this can happen in the future at some point.
She continued with the Planning section of the work plan. In the last few plans, there have been items
that focus on walking and biking network connectivity improvements. This one focused a lot on the 4th
Street bike route, which was mostly completed last year. BPAC said a little over a year ago that it would
be great to provide some way finding to help people find their way off 5th St when the bike lane ends at
Broadway. They are now just waiting for the sharrows to be installed once there is good weather, but
the signs have all been installed. There was an item to review the city’s ADA Transition Plan and
prioritize areas for pedestrian access needs. Kevin Campbell has been the lead on this item and has
partnered with the City’s geographic information systems (GIS) staff to inventory the pedestrian
network within Springfield to get a better idea of what the existing infrastructure looks like and what are
the highest priorities going forward.
Dennis Weirich added that they had some good training that Michael Liebler and some of the city crew
helped them to put in some of the changes that they see are needed on the work map.
Emma Newman stated that she would love to see that effort continue since it is about 25% done at this
point. The next item is the West D Street improvements. There is a funded project, although not a lot
of funding, to deal with the improvements on West D Street. This is a project where the City would
really like BPACs involvement to continue. Another item is the Bike Fix It Stations that Teresa was the
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lead on last year. At the December meeting Teresa provided suggestions to staff on locations for these
stations. This item is at a good place and may not need to go forward as a full focus item. Lastly, there
is the bike rack section where they list items where they are not sure about the timing or they can work
on them as time allows. The expanding bike share further into Springfield item may have some
potential since Eugene just chose their new operator, so this is the right time to restart those discussions
and Council has also shown support for in the past. The expansion of the Northbank Path lighting had
been a focus at some time and then has been on this bike rack list. Emma stated that she would put this
into a survey to see what people’s interests are and asked if anyone had any quick clarifying questions.
Future Agenda Item Suggestions
Mitchell Coon stated that he lives on Laura Street and they have bike paths that stop and start in
different places. He sees a lot of families walk and bike down that road and it is dark and scary.
Michael Liebler stated that he thought they could give a quick update on where they are at with the
Laura Street progress and they will put that on the list.
Kevin Campbell wanted to give a reminder to new members that this is a public meeting and it is not
advisable to give your specific address.
Emma Newman explained that for future agenda items they could feel free to email herself and the
chair and vice chair with any items they would like added. The second page of the agenda always has an
ongoing list that she discusses with the chair and vice chair prior to the meetings.
Updates
City of Springfield
Emma Newman stated that the Lane County staff are leading a project for a bicycle master plan
throughout Lane County that will be having an online open house March 8-22. She suggested that they
help spread the word on that. The Lane Transportation Advisory Committee (Lane TrAC) currently has
three positions opening. There is one at-large position which people in Springfield would be eligible for.
Emma Newman noted that there are some questions in the chat regarding the selection for
subcommittee assignments. Her suggestion is to not have subcommittee meetings in March and wait
until the April meeting and develop the workplan. After the work plan is developed and BPAC
determines what the logical subcommittees will be, then they could start meeting in May.
Teresa Roark asked to clarify that there are no BPAC related events in March and most of April
dedicated to workplan development.
Emma Newman confirmed that was correct.
Emma Newman added that there are a couple virtual events coming up. There is a webinar on
Transportation Equity on February 18th at 10am and a Safe Streets webinar on February 23rd at 10am.
These are both AARP events and she will send out the information in a follow up email.
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Michael Liebler added that they just kicked off construction at Mohawk and Olympic. They are updating
the ramps and ADA facilities. Once the ramp work is completed, they will be doing some paving and
reworking the islands. This is part of the bond money that Council went out for two years ago, so it is
nice to get these projects up and running and completed. The duration for this is through October and
they can find the project information on the website under capital projects and can look at all the
changes in the construction plans. It is mostly a paving and preservation job but as they pave, they must
upgrade all the facilities to meet the current standards so it will be much more pedestrian friendly
corridor once it is done.
Emma Newman noted that there is a current round of outreach for the Main Street Safety Project. That
project recently came to BPAC. This week has mostly been focused on meeting with business and
property owners along the Main Street corridor to hear their concerns, answer their questions and give
them more information about the planning process. If they know any business and property owners
along the corridor, please encourage them to go to www.Mainstreetsafety.org and get in contact with
them about that project. In June they will have the capital project staff come to this meeting to have a
more in depth conversation about construction projects that have recently been constructed, that are in
in design and going to construction, and are funded and be constructed in the next few years.
Liaison Updates
Kevin Campbell stated that since there are so many new members, he felt the best thing for them to do
would be to go to the Active Transportation Committee section of the City of Eugene website. It is very
similar to what they have but they have a lot of things going on. They had a plan to do Safe Routes with
schools, open streets, they are doing a transportation corridor that is very bike friendly on 13th Avenue,
and there are plans to convert Franklin Blvd to a model that uses mostly roundabouts similar to what is
happening in the Glenwood portion in Springfield.
Steven Abbott stated that he is the liaison from the Eugene ATC, and he added that the next meeting is
this coming Thursday evening. He stated that they brought in 8 new members at the last meeting. They
had a lot of discussion about the work program and what it will be. They did a series of small group
zoom meetings in between their regular meetings with 7 people at a time as a way of having
introductions and getting new members up to speed with smaller group discussions. They have the
same break down of subcommittees, Planning and Programming and had the same problem with the
Programming committee and COVID restraints. They have been thinking about creating a
communications subcommittee that would be in charge of soliciting input and communicating back to
Council and other groups. A few things that are coming up in the next meeting are complaints regarding
speeds on the bike paths. The Whilamut Natural Area now has a resolution that there will be no e-bikes
in East Alton Baker Park. So, the question in his mind is whether there is a viable alternative to make
sure they keep e-bikes going between Springfield and Eugene without going on Centennial/Martin
Luther King or Franklin. It looks like Walnut Road, West D Street, Day Island Road is a viable alternative.
They are going to hear from the Transportation Engineer Thursday at their meeting so more to come.
Michael Liebler added that Emma or he might listen in on that conversation.
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Info Share
Bike Bill Amendments
Emma Newman informed everyone that Senate Bill 395 has been introduced this legislative session to
amend the Oregon Bike Bill. It was initially approved 50 years ago in 1971. Its initial form was a bill that
required 1% of transportation funding to be spent on walking and biking facilities. There are some
amendments that are being introduced that would increase it to 5% and would also include resurfacing
streets and not just reconstruction of streets as well as ODOT reporting on the use of the funds. As city
staff she can’t advocate for or against but wanted to share the information.
Teresa Roark asked if BPAC can take stances on state legislature?
Emma Newman stated that they are advisory to City staff and Council. She believed that they could
encourage Council to engage in something, but she would like to double check that before giving them
the go ahead.
In the follow up email after the meeting, Emma pointed BPAC members to section 5.9 of the Springfield
City Council Operations Policies and Procedures and noting that if they wished to engage their first step
would be to communicate with Councilor Rodley as their City Council Liaison on the committee. Section
5.9 states the following:

Teresa Roark stated that she assumes that they are free to do so as community members.
Emma Newman confirmed that as community members they are free to do so.
David Leedom asked which legislative body in Oregon is managing this bill?
Emma Newman believed that it was Senate Bill 395 and she would send out a link in the follow up.
Dennis Weirich stated that one item that he did not see on the agenda tonight was the bike repair
stations. He felt that they should talk about if they got the repair stations and decide where they were
going to place them?
Emma Newman responded that they heard the recommendations at the December meeting. The
money for that grant does not start coming in until this next fall at the soonest. So, it still will be quite
some time until they get installed.
Dennis Weirich read over the future agenda items.
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Emma Newman thanked Dennis for chairing the meeting. She explained that the info share has been an
opportunity for committee members to share anything in the community related to walking and biking.
She stated that she was open to changing the agenda layout but if it is of interest, they can keep it on
and always allow a few minutes at the end for people to share things that relate to walking and biking.
Michael Liebler added that he felt that West D Street needs to be added as a permanent agenda item.
He also wanted Simon Daws to confirm that he heard Steven Abbott talking about the Whilamut Natural
Area and the discussions going on. Additionally, working with Safe Routes to School, they have been
doing a lot of things to get the schools back open per Covid guidelines. If community members notice
anything with the transportation patterns and bussing and walking, please bring it to his attention. They
have made some significant changes at Douglas Gardens Elementary School and some other places to
make sure the routing is correct, and it is working well but they do need feedback.
Next Meeting: April 13th, 2021, 6-7:30
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